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 What does your role involve on a day-to-day basis?
• Working with our ecommerce teams in various international markets, to help them deploy our global strategy, in what we 

hope will be winning plans.

• Working with key international retailers to help them shape the categories in which we play, whilst also looking for 
opportunities to mutually expand our businesses.

• Looking for new business models globally to understand how our brands could fit developing shopper propositions.

Your go-to song to get focused and get things done?
‘Fool’s Gold’ – The Stone Roses

How is your presentation at D-Com 18 going to help other ecommerce 
professionals?
Our presentation, Kellogg’s & Brandview, will help you to address some of the fundamentals of creating the perfect digital shelf.

We don’t want to frame this as a ‘fix the basics’ as we have been talking about fixing the basics for the last 10 years. The reason 
we are still talking this way is because the ‘basics’ aren’t basic, and they aren’t easy to fix!

We’ll give the audience a couple of solid case studies and we’ll also talk about the global partnership between Kellogg & 
 Brandview, and why one size doesn’t fit all.

What excites you most about digital commerce?

How we are still defining and shaping the landscape and how shoppers react differently to global ecommerce grocery models. 
Also, the  opportunity for collaboration between retailer and supplier and often multiple suppliers - I think this is quite unique to the 
‘channel’.

What scares you most about digital commerce?

Bad recommendations. I always maintain that a brand can burn through a hell of a lot of cash, very quickly, based on misinformed 
 recommendations.

The one online shop you couldn’t live without?

There isn’t one. The whole premise of ecommerce is that I can quickly find an item for the price I want to pay, with a shipping 
 method that suits my needs.

The app you couldn’t live without?

WhatsApp / iMessage – they have pretty much replaced email in my working day.

What one digital campaign did you wish you’d come up with yourself?

Rightly or wrongly, I don’t tend to pay too much attention to other campaigns as I believe in our plan. If our plan didn’t work, or 
didn’t work as well as we had hoped, then we got something wrong that didn’t connect with the shopper.

Why do you think people should go to the IGD’s Digital Commerce event?
I always make sure I am at the IGD event for the following reasons:

• Fantastic retailer insight local to the UK and internationally
• Great opportunities to network with existing contacts but also to establish new relationships
• Gain insight from superb supplier case studies
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